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1. Introduction
The measurement of stable isotopic abundance ratios of light elements is performed by hundreds of
laboratories worldwide for countless substances and with a variety of instrumentation. Commonly all
data are reported as δ-values calibrated in reference to international measurement standards.
However, the data evaluation process starting from measured raw data to the final calibrated data
with stated uncertainty is often performed in non-consistent manner.
Here in the initial discussion a focus is given to water stable isotope measurements for the elements
hydrogen and oxygen. A variety of methods exist to measure those stable isotope abundance ratios,
e.g.:
– Water/gas equilibration (with CO2 for δ18O, with H2 for δ2H) & dual inlet mass spectrometry,
– Water reduction with zinc & dual inlet mass spectrometry,
– Water pyrolysis (high temperature elemental analyzer) & continuous flow mass spectrometry,
– Water vapour infrared light absorption & infrared laser spectroscopy.

Many more analytical methods exist (like water reduction using U, Cr or Mn or a variety of
continuous flow methods).
For data evaluation, companies are providing different program algorithms to correct raw data for
external effects (e.g. sample to sample memory, time related isotope drift effects, temperature or
amount dependency of isotope data), or do not correct such effects at all. Then calibrated δ-values
are calculated for samples using different calibration approaches using one or two internal water
laboratory standards or using fixed calibration factors. Hardly any available program calculates a
combined standard uncertainty for the calibrated data.
A problem arises, if a laboratory uses two or more of the method mentioned above, and wants to
report one “mean” value. How to derive a mean value from different methods with varying precision
and accuracy?
A possible solution is to derive calibrated values using the same basic correction algorithms for all
methods and to derive associated combined standard uncertainties. Then the individual data can be
averaged by a weighted mean approach using the individual combined standard uncertainties to
derive weighing factors. SICalib is using exactly this strategy. In the following chapters, its
operation is described starting from requirements for its use, supported raw data formats (as
produced by the commercial measurement software) and the use of the SICalib Excel spreadsheets
and macros. In the annex, some details are provided on used concepts and mathematical algorithms
for corrections, calibration and uncertainty evaluation.

2. Scope of the SICalib program
SICalib is an Excel based evaluation program for water hydrogen and oxygen stable isotope
measurements, suitable for several different measurement methods and raw data formats as
described below. It could be applied easily for δ-measurements of other elements and methods (e.g.
solid samples for δ13C or δ15N), but no effort has been put in this version to facilitate its use for other
elements (mainly the titles and descriptions in the evaluation process are fixed for δ2H and δ18O).
Any substitution of isotopes (e.g. take δ13C= δ2H) will do the job to evaluate such data as well.
SICalib is implemented in Microsoft Excel and makes extensive use of Excel macros written in
Visual Basic for Applications. The main purpose for use of Excel is simply the widespread
availability of this application, avoiding problems of installation of database applications or
restrictions set up by many IT systems for compiled executables. This results in the compromise to
use an application which allows per design countless options for country settings and behaviour,
which results in some constraints and necessary formatting obligations, users should be aware of.
The recent version is 2.16j as of December 2017, made available after more than ten years of
continuous development. A previous version of the software (2.14k) was published in Rapid
Communications in Mass Spectrometry (Gröning 2011).
Main purpose is the application of a consistent set of corrections to stable isotope delta raw data
irrespective of their origin, the use of one consistent calibration method for all such data and the
derivation of a combined standard uncertainty for each measurement. This allows for a maximum of
data comparability.
Raw data are automatically corrected for memory effects (in routine for all methods which apply
repeated measurements/injections of each sample, but also possible for individual sample
measurements – see “ThreeReservoirs” memory correction). Then samples are corrected for daily
isotopic drift effects, followed by a calibration using two internal water laboratory standards
measured with the samples. Combined standard uncertainties are calculated from provided and
calculated uncertainty components.
After the automated data evaluation is once completed, further manual corrections can be performed
to optimise the data evaluation. Checking for obvious erroneous measurements would be the first
step. External dependencies of isotopic results on parameters like temperature or sample amount
effects can be corrected for, if such parameter data are available. Several options for advanced
memory corrections are available to adjust for the behaviour of different analytical systems or
special measurement situations. All these corrections can be manually adjusted and optimized to

provide the user with a maximum of control for each correction step. SICalib was developed
originally to respond to the observation of detrimental effects of isotopic drifts during long
measurement sequences on the achievable precision of analyses, and to correct existing code for
two-point calibrations.

3. Supported instruments (raw data formats)
SICalib so far supports a generic raw data format as provided in a template file for manual
copy/paste of any set of data. It further provides automated support for import from files using
instrument specific raw data formats as produced by a number of instrument-software systems
(description is given for tested instrumentation at IAEA laboratories):
a) Generic raw data file: Excel file; generic file with simple data format to be easily useable for
most data as provided by instrument data evaluation software, if complying with
some data requirements as explained in section 4.2 below. Use by copying measured
data into this Excel file using the given structure. This is the versatile option which
should work with most data produced by stable isotope laboratories. There are several
automated import routines available for instrument software packages covered below
in b) to g).
b) Picarro data evaluation: Comma separated ASCII-File (Excel compatible); used with Picarro
L1102-i and L2130-I WS-CRDS water isotopic analyzers and CTC LC-PAL autosampler;
c) LGR data evaluation: ASCII file; used with Los Gatos Research DT-100 Liquid Water
Isotope Analyzer and CTC LC-PAL Autosampler;
d) ISODAT NT version 2.0 (Thermo Finnigan): Excel workbook; used with Thermo Finnigan
Delta Plus dual inlet mass spectrometer associated to 48-port water-gas equilibration line;
e) ISODAT version 1.6 (Thermo Finnigan): ASCII text files extracted from ISODAT database
(needs additional user-created EXCEL-file with list of samples measured); used e.g. with
Delta Plus dual inlet mass spectrometer associated to 48-port water-gas equilibration line
(compatible to Thermo Finnigan equilibration line), and with MAT251 dual inlet mass
spectrometer associated with two 24-port water-CO2 equilibration lines;
f) MassLynx (GVI): Excel workbook; used with GVI Isoprime continuous flow mass
spectrometer and associated Hekatech High Temperature Pyrolysis system and GC-PAL
Autosampler;
g) IAEA mass spectrometer software: ASCII files; used with Finnigan MAT250 dual inlet mass
spectrometer and IAEA self-constructed 36-port manifold for Zn water reduction method;
h) Re-evaluation of data already evaluated in previous versions of SI-Calib. It loads the original
raw data from the worksheet “ImportedRawdata” in any evaluated data file.
The import-file data formats as listed in b) to g) are explained in SICalib.xls starting in cell AF12.
Other file formats can be easily incorporated by conversion to the generic raw data format (option a)
or they can be added with moderate effort by writing a respective Visual Basic import routine (see
existing Import-Procedures “xxx_ImportRawdata” in Module2 with xxx denoting the respective
instrument) and adapting/creating a related ‘Run’-procedure. These import routines will copy
relevant data (measurement no., sample name/code, measurement date & time, raw value, ev.
external parameters) into predefined columns of the template file for further automated data
processing.

4. Requirements
4.1

Excel and Windows versions

SICalib is a Microsoft Excel workbook with extensive use of VBA macros. It uses three further
Excel files being located in the same directory as SICalib.exe (files “SIRawdata_template.xls”,
“SIMemory.xls”, “SSForSI.xls”). Raw data files may be located on any other directory or drive.
The macros in SICalib may be executed only if the Microsoft Excel macro security settings are set to
“medium” or “low”. If set to “high”, the macros are not allowed to be executed, and the respective
Excel security settings have to be adjusted (see annex B.1).
SICalib.xls was tested using Excel 2000, 2003, 2007, 2010, 2013 and 2016, on PCs with operating
systems Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 10 systems in various country settings
(languages English, German, French, Croatian, and respective date/time and format settings). As it is
impossible to check all possible version combinations, any obvious problems detected should be
reported to the author.

4.2

Basic Program Settings

Initially once upon first use some basic settings for a given laboratory have to be adjusted in the file
SICalib.xls. This concerns first the names and isotopic compositions of internal laboratory standards
used for daily calibration and quality control. Columns F to J under the Header “Calibration Data for
Internal Laboratory Standards” starting with row 12 are free field text to enter names of your
respective standards used for calibration or quality control. Their assigned reference-values for δ2H
and δ18O have to be entered including their corresponding assigned uncertainties (in grey fields right
to them).
Secondly basic values of overall reproducibility of measurement methods in the respective
laboratory have to be entered in columns M to N (see description of typical laboratory instruments in
comments for given instruments). Those data will be used by the respective data import and
evaluation routines to estimate a per se unknown sample reproducibility. They are best estimated by
using long term data from quality control standard used at the respective instrument.
It is necessary to enter a name for each instrument used in SICalib.xls under the Header “Individual
Instrument Name” (columns L to N, starting with row 34). Associated procedure names need not to
be entered unless you are additionally using the database LabData.
It is necessary then to open the file SIMemory.xls and to create for each individual instrument name
as entered above in a corresponding worksheet in SIMemory.xls with identical title. This can be
done easily by copying the existing worksheet “Template” and to name the new worksheet exactly
as the chosen Individual Instrument Name. This worksheet will then allow storing evaluated memory
correction data for this instrument. Other already existing worksheets in the workbook
SIMemory.xls could be deleted if not used.
Calibration using a 2-point approach is a mandatory requirement for use of SICalib, otherwise the
program will not work. Therefore each measurement sequence to be evaluated needs to contain at
least two different calibration materials (e.g. internal laboratory standards) with different isotopic
composition for calibration and normalisation. It is further required to have at least two separate
measurements of those standards performed during a measurement sequence (preferentially time
separated towards begin and end of the sequence). This is due to two basic features of SICalib,
which are an automatically performed drift correction check for measurements and a calibration
using exactly two standards allowing a routine data normalization (if you measure more than two
standards, you have to decide which two ones to use for the calibration at evaluation stage). The
program will fail to run correctly if these two conditions are not met.
It is recommended to use more individual separate measurements of the standards, a number of four
being quite optimal for many applications to reduce the overall measurement uncertainty. There is
no requirement concerning the actual placement or order of the standards (while it is advisable to
spread them over the whole sequence, and sometimes a symmetric arrangement of all samples
during the measurement run shows distinct advantages for proper evaluation).

In case of methods using repeated injections for each sample, it is recommended for this version of
SICalib to apply the same number of repetitions for all measurements in an evaluated run. This is
due to the algorithm used for memory correction between different samples and individual injections
(Exponential2 memory correction). With version 2.14m, a new advanced memory correction mode
(3Res) was introduced which would per se not require this restriction. It is however still
recommended to use the same number of repetitions throughout the measurement run to be flexible
in choice of all available memory correction models. In case that for single samples a higher number
of repetitions is desirable, then one should rather consecutively measure two times the same sample,
therefore doubling for that particular sample the number of repetitions.
In default mode, during an applied memory correction, the last few injections are averaged to
provide the best estimate of the ‘true’ measurement value. If the default mode is disabled, then only
the last injection is used as true value. Details to that option are explained in Annex A 1.1 on
memory corrections.
The recent version of SICalib (ver.2.16j) is tailored towards requirements of any stable isotope
laboratory performing water stable isotope measurements. It supports direct and seamless import of
the calibrated data into the laboratory database LabData (Suckow & Dumke 2001), a freeware SQL
based relational database with Access frontend, dedicated for use in isotope laboratories. For this
purpose SICalib supports in addition to sample names also numeric unique sample identifiers (IDs) called Sampling IDs (SID) and SubSample IDs (SSID). Special data column headers used in SICalib
allow automated import of sample data into LabData. With a proper use of the LabData selection
tool for stable isotope analyses and use of the provided extended name string (combination of SID,
SSID and name) as supported by SICalib, the data transfer is automated and no problems of any
typos will occur in the whole data handling and measurement process, from selection of samples in
LabData for analysis, measurement, calibration, up to the re-import of calibrated data into LabData.
LabData uses internally a stable isotope evaluation module reprogrammed according to SICalib
version 2.14k.

4.3

Sample Name Conventions

For all performed measurements, the name of the measured sample has to be included in unique
manner as text string. It should be ensured to have sample names as illustrative and unique as
possible (e.g. “Huetts_2011_Sa01”). Sample names like “1” or “Sample 3” should be avoided, as
they may occur very frequently in different projects and may not be sufficient in all cases to
doubtlessly identify each sample, even not in the same measurement run.
In case of use of a laboratory ID system or of an electronic Laboratory Information Measurement
System, additionally to the name one or two unique sample identifiers can be used and should be
included in the measurement file for easy identification and re-import of the sample result into the
used system.
In the following paragraph, more detailed information for use with the LabData database is provided.
In case of use of LabData, in addition to a name two more identifiers are used for unique
identification of samples; one of which is the SamplingID (SID) – identifying the sampling event -,
another one is the SubSampleID (SSID) – identifying a certain bottle or subsample taken during the
sampling event for this particular measurement. These two IDs uniquely identify any sample to be
measured. Since most measurement systems support only up to two sample descriptors, a choice has
to be made. In principle, the SSID alone is sufficient to uniquely identify a sample. However, any
typing error would result in the measured value associated to such a wrong SSID and consequently
to a wrong sample. Use of a combination of SSID and SID is fail-safe, as the database will detect
incompatible SSID-SID pairs not belonging to the same sampling and would not perform the import,
but show a warning message. A draw-back is that the use of just a combination of two numbers like
SSID and SID can be highly in-transparent for any human user during a measurement run, as nobody
will be able to easily memorize and identify any sample from two numbers like “49482” and

“36104”, especially when you have dozens of such samples and internal laboratory standards listed.
Therefore it is suggested for LabData to use in one identifier the original name
(“Huetts_2011_Sa01”) as an user readable identifier and to use in the second place a special
LabData created combined identifier format composed of SID, SSID and name information
(“SID36104SSID49482:Huetts_2011_Sa01”) as a LabDataID, which will be separated automatically
by SICalib into the three components. This LabDataID is automatically created when samples are
identified in LabData for measurements and the created sample measurement list is exported from
LabData as Excel-file. SICalib detects any ID2 string starting with SID as LabData related name
format.
For a limited number of samples, e.g. for calibration standards and internal laboratory standards used
frequently, SICalib provides a means to enter only a short descriptive name in your laboratory (e.g.
“ILS03”) and to retrieve the corresponding SID and SSID information from the Excel file
SSForSI.xls, in which all such relevant information can be stored (manually editable). This can
facilitate and minimise the necessary manual entry for such samples used on a daily basis.
As a general principle for SICalib, the following rule applies for name information to be entered into
measurement instruments prior to analysis. The name itself should be entered into the first available
description field (e.g. Identifier1). Any other information ID code should be entered into a second
description field. For use of LabData, the second description field should be used for the combined
LabDataID as described above. As alternative, one could just enter SSID and SID information in the
two fields. In such case, to distinguish it from any other number information, it should be preceded
by the corresponding string (“SSID49482” and “SID36104”) for proper identification.
Two description fields are supported for example by raw data files as produced by ISODAT NT
(Thermo Finnigan), PICARRO and LGR. MASSLYNX (GVI) supports only one description field.

5. Usage of the program
5.1

First stage: automated calibration

The program can be started after opening the file SICalib.xls in Excel. Fig.1 shows the typical view
of the main program spreadsheet. In case of an error message warning on detected macros in
SICalib.xls please see Annex B (Troubleshooting).
The nine buttons on the upper left side start individual macros to evaluate data files for the described
instrument types/parameter combination. Clicking on one of these starts the calibration of a
measurement data sequence for any of the associated raw data formats for the respective instrument
type. Two further buttons located below, under the header “Tools”, provide easy access to macros
for advanced actions, on one hand (“CheckRawValues”) to check the consistency of raw data files in
case of multiple injections or on the other hand (“CleanupCell-Errors”) to convert the numerical
contents of cells with displayed errors to strings.
Please find below an explanation of the other data blocks visible in Fig.1. These are mainly
laboratory specific reference data and option parameters. They are to be set only once at a laboratory
at the first time before actually using the program. With completion of the initial adjustment of these
settings, SICalib will be fully set up for use in any laboratory.
In the middle part of the spreadsheet shown in Fig.1 (under the title “Calibration Data for Internal
Lab Stds”) a list of known standard names is shown displaying to the right their calibrated δ2H
composition, followed by the standard uncertainty shown in light gray (both data given in ‰ versus
VSMOW). It is followed to the right by the calibrated δ18O composition of the standard and the
standard uncertainty shown in light gray (again both values in ‰ versus VSMOW). This is a list
which is used during program execution to pick the actual standards and their calibrated values used
for calibration. These data cells can be modified and deleted as necessary in a given laboratory
setting. Therefore those standard data initially included should be replaced by data relevant to the

laboratory using the program. The order or position of standards is not relevant, as long as they are
entered in the same columns as the example standards.

Fig.1: SICalib main- and start screen.

Further to the right side (under header “Measurement Standard Reproducibilities”) for each method
used in a laboratory identified by the used instrument its typical measurement standard
reproducibility is listed for both δ2H and δ18O. Their numerical values should be set to the typical
performance of the laboratory as evaluated e.g. by quality control standards. Here the order of entries
must not be changed; the respective values are read for each run of the chosen calibration method as
part of the uncertainty evaluation. The reproducibility value is used as approximation of the
measurement precision for an unknown sample analyzed only once during a measurement sequence.
It therefore constitutes a significant and important component of the combined standard uncertainty
evaluated later for each individual measurement.
One assumption is used in regard to these reproducibility values for uncertainty evaluation: it is
assumed that no single individual measurement performed by the respective method at any day can
in general be more precise than approximately a third of the entered value of the long term
reproducibility as average of performance over longer periods (under stable measurement
conditions). This is based on the experience in the IAEA laboratory that the long term
reproducibility in a laboratory is of course larger than the best precision achievable during one single
measurement day. The value for the daily precision of a single measurement is not directly
accessible, however its numeric value is an important component for the combined standard
uncertainty. In order to be able to assign a value for this ‘imprecision’ of a single measurement, the
value of the long term reproducibility (“Measurement Standard Reproducibility”) is used as a proxy.

A third of the numerical value of the long term reproducibility (multiplier value of 0.33) seems to be
an appropriate choice for the IAEA laboratory based on experience for various instruments over
more than a decade. This multiplier value could be different in other laboratories, and can therefore
be changed directly in the macros. However, care has to be taken to make a reasonable decision in
applying a different multiplier value. It should be done only by experienced staff understanding the
consequences and having studied the two macros ‘CalibrateData’ and
‘UncertaintyForCalibratedData’ in Module 3. If uncertain, it is recommended to keep the default
value, thought to be appropriate for most laboratory settings.
After starting the calibration of a measurement sequence by pressing the appropriate button, an input
box is displayed (Fig.2) to select the appropriate individual instrument, for which analyses are to be
evaluated.

Fig.2: Identify Name of Individual Instrument used (Cell with PicarroS was already clicked, and cell address is shown on
input field).

Fig.3a: Input box to select Picarro CSV-file for data-import, asking for choice of rawdata file for δ2H (with file already
selected).

For the chosen Input-format of a Picarro laser analyser (named PICARROS), the next input box asks
to mark the file to be opened and evaluated (Fig.3a). Fig.3b shows a similar screen if a mass
spectrometer running under IsoDatNT (DELTAPLUS1) would have been chosen.

Fig.3b: Similar input box would pop up for other formats (here a directory is selected with raw data files for the
instrument DELTAPLUS1).

In case of method chosen with replicate injections (e.g. laser instruments), a further input box pops
up to ask for the number of repetitions (injections) for each sample (Fig.4).
This procedure is choosing the appropriate rawdata file to be opened using the Excel ‘Open’
command-box containing the δ2H data. The use of any operating system supported drive like USBor network-drives is of course possible. After clicking on the appropriate file name (here selected for
example the file HGDS94_IsoWater_20130903_121208a.csv for Picarro (Fig.3a); or file
HDO_081009.xls in case of DeltaNT import (Fig.3b)), the import process is started by clicking on
‘Open’.
Now automatically a series of macro actions are performed for a first semi-automated evaluation.
a) The template file SIRawdata_template.xls located in the same directory as SICalib.xls is opened
and a new file copy of it created named SIRawdata_template1.xls. This file is used to further on
store all the data of the sequence and the evaluation results (note: if several evaluations are started
without closing the previous file, the next files are named with consecutive numbers
“…_template2.xls” etc.). This file contains a set of macros to allow later on a standalone reevaluation of the data, without the need for SICalib.xls being necessarily present or opened anymore.
b) The raw measurement data from the selected rawdata file are imported into the spreadsheet
‘ImportedRawdata’ in file SIRawdata_template1.xls according to defined column locations. Note
that no change to the original data files is made, whether related to rawdata fdiles or SICalib files.
The data contents imported to the sheet ‘ImportedData’ is not changed either and is therefore a direct
reference to the original measurement data (except in rare cases like for IsoDatNT files, where the
apostrophe at the beginning of all name strings is automatically removed).

Fig.4: Select number of repeated injections for chosen Picarro instrument input file (here the correct number of 12
injections has been indicated already using the available scroll-bars).

c) Mandatory predefined raw data columns are then further copied from sheet ‘ImportedRawdata’
into appropriate columns of the sheets ‘2H-Data’ or ‘18O-Data’, in which the respective data
evaluation is carried out. This concerns mainly the names, raw measurement data, measurement
uncertainty, time of measurement. In case of methods with multiple injections, an input box (Fig.4)
asks to specify the number of repetitions (injections) for each sample.
d) Starting first with δ2H, the data evaluation is started by copying the raw measurement data to the
column ‘Linear correlation’. Then the data are further copied from there to a column ‘Memory
correction’, where a memory correction is applied whenever applicable for the method (in this
automatic mode, an average memory correction factor is automatically calculated and applied – this
value can later be re-evaluated and modified manually). As last automatic step, the memory
corrected data are used to apply a drift correction to all data (which can and should be reviewed later
manually for correctness as well).
e) During the automated data processing, all those samples are identified which are measured
multiple times (more than once during a day). Beginning in column AF and following, all such
sample data are copied and are listed in vertical data blocks with the names, mean values and
standard deviations on the top, and followed below by a listing of the individual measured data. This
shall allow an easy evaluation of trends and of results of the various corrections. The first block of
data lists all the drift corrected values, the block below lists the raw data as originally imported, then
the block below the linear corrected data (initially just a copy of raw data), and as the lowest data
block that of the memory corrected data.
f) Next a series of message boxes are displayed starting with Fig.5, for the user to choose the
standards to be used for calibration by identifying their mean value from the daily measurement and
their calibrated value (e.g. VSMOW2 and SLAP2). The first message box shown in Fig.5 asks to
select the first calibration standard LS1 to be used for calibration of all data. Here as help this
message box ‘Input’ is displayed already close to the data block listing all drift corrected data. First

the cell containing the drift corrected mean value of the first standard used for calibration should be
clicked (Fig.5).

Fig.5: Input box asking to define cell with the measured drift corrected mean value for first calibration standard LS1.

In the example of Fig.5, the cell AH75 is already clicked, to define the mean value for sample
“vsmow2” (here 1.74‰) as the value to be used for the first calibration standard. After clicking
‘OK’, in case the option ‘AutoCalib’ is enabled, the program tries to find the corresponding standard
from the calibration data listing in SICalib.xls. In case of “vsmow2”, it will relate it to the listed
standard “VSMOW2” (case ignored) and will load the calibration value of 0 ‰ for δ2H.
In case that the standard was misspelled or another name was used (e.g. “606-a-1”), the program
needs your decision to define the standard and its value to be used for calibration. In this case an
additional input box pops up for you to identify manually the corresponding standard in worksheet
SICalib (Fig.5b):

Fig.5b: Define the calibrated value of the first calibration standard in SICalib.xls in case that option ‘AutoCalib’ is
disabled or in case that the calibration standard name is unknown. Here the δ2H value of VSMOW2 is already selected.

The δ2H calibration value of VSMOW2 in cell G8 (0.0‰) is selected. Clicking ‘OK’ confirms the
choice. With that you have connected a sample “606-a-1” in the daily measurement file to the
calibration standard “VSMOW2” as listed in SICalib.xls.
This second screen and question can be skipped by enabling option “AutoCalib” (setting value in
Cell N23 in SICalib.xls to TRUE) to automatically find the reference value of the appropriate
standard with exactly the given name. In the case that exactly the same name is used in the daily
measurement file (“VSMOW2” – not case sensitive), as it is found in the standard list in file
SICalib.xls, its assigned isotopic value is automatically selected and loaded for calculation.
Now the same process as above for LS1 is repeated for the second calibration standard LS2 (Fig.6).

Fig.6: Input box asking to define cell with the measured drift corrected mean value for second calibration standard LS2.

The same process is then repeated optionally for up to three standards QC1, QC2 and QC3, all used
for quality control purposes. It is really recommended to use at least one such quality control
standard. Those data of quality control standards are used only optionally for the calculation of any
average bias of measurements as part of the uncertainty derivation. If that optional bias feature is not
used, and in case no standard is used for quality control purposes, seeing the ‘Input’ message box
one may click on any empty cell just to proceed and skipping respective further input.
After entry of the measured and calibrated data for the two to five standards as discussed above, the
actual data calibration is performed and the combined standard uncertainties of each measurement
are calculated automatically. All individual calibrated data with combined standard uncertainties are
displayed in columns P and Q. In regard to the combined standard uncertainty in column Q,
additionally in columns F and G the combined uncertainty components of type B (assigned/previous
knowledge) and type A (statistical) are listed separately.
In column AF and following, for all samples measured multiple times, their mean value and standard
deviation (marked in blue) and individual calibrated data (marked in green) are listed just above the
drift corrected data.
After completion of the calibration, and in case that any of the individual measurements would
exceed a predefined acceptance limit for the standard uncertainty, eventually an intermediate
warning message would pop up (Fig.7). It indicates that This warning limit is set to be 3 times the
reproducibility of the method used. (Note: In case of δ18O measurements, the used limit differs by
method, by taking 3.2 times the reproducibility in case of high performance measurements like dual
inlet mass spectrometry or wave-length scanned cavity ring down laser technique, or 2 times the

reproducibility for other methods like continuous flow pyrolysis or cavity-ring down laser
technique.)

Fig.7: Potential warning message in case any of the calculated combined standard uncertainties for δ2H calibration
exceeds a pre-defined limit.

The next message box (Fig.8) indicates the completion of the δ2H calibration.

Fig.8: Indication of completion of the δ2H calibration.

After the completion of the δ2H calibration (message in Fig.8), exactly the same evaluation
procedure as described above is carried out again for δ18O.
After end of this δ18O calibration process, the macro stops with a message of successful calibration
(Fig.9).

Fig.9: Indication of completion of both δ2H and δ18O calibrations.

In case of methods performing only measurements of one of the two species δ2H or δ18O, the other
data-sheet is kept empty.
After completion of the calibration, the evaluated file SIRawdata_template1.xls holds all relevant
data, and can be reviewed and further re-evaluated at any time in standalone mode. Therefore the file
should be renamed now and saved using Excel’s ‘Save As’ functionality under an appropriate file
name for later reference; to be used for data storage, documentation and further processing.
The final general structure of the stored data, using as example the evaluation sheet ‘2H-Data’, is
displayed as example in Fig.10.

Fig.10: General structure of a data evaluation sheet with different clusters of information marked.

The last step of the automated evaluation process is a recommended manual action. The macrobutton ‘CopyDataforComparison’ creates at first use a new worksheet with name “2H-compare” or
“18O-compare” and listing of sample averages and of all individual data.

5.2

Second stage: manual adjustments

The file was evaluated so far in an automated process. The results should now be examined to check
for correctness of data and performed corrections. This is highly recommended as for any evaluation
of laboratory measurement data, as there may have been analytical problems for individual
measurements or other distortions like misplaced samples, which would need user intervention.
Eventually a warning message has popped up at the end of the evaluation of δ2H or δ18O indicating
high uncertainty values. This could have been caused by faulty measurements or e.g. if sample
bottles were mixed up. Then a careful check of the underlying causes is mandatory.
There are a lot of possibilities how to evaluate data consistency (several examples are discussed in
individual video sequences as described in section 7).
In the following, a possible sequence of checks is proposed. It may look complicated, but with some
experience, the checks can be performed in just 5 minutes and can result in a significant
improvement of data consistency and calibration. So it is recommended to try out the following
checks and to examine their relevance using own data sets.

What should be examined and in which order?
Final results:
In principle the easiest way is to look first at the final results of all samples subject to multiple
measurements (mainly standards and control samples), which are listed at the right side of the
worksheet displayed in Fig.10. The blue marked areas show the average value and standard
deviation of multiple measurements of the same sample over the measurement run, with the
individual data displayed in the green area below. In case the average values are in the expected
numerical range and the standard deviations are in an acceptable range, it is a good indication that
the run itself went fine. Individual outliers identified in the listed calibrated data should be checked
one by one going back to the rawdata and following the evaluation to identify the root cause of that
deviating result. Deviations from expected calibration values and larger standard deviations as usual
are an indication of out-of-control measurements, which should be identified in the list of data.
Drift correction parameters:
If calibrated data are ok, one should look at the drift correction parameters as displayed in Fig.10 in
the middle part and press the button “Resize Fig.Drift” at cell Q1. The figure is a graphical display
of the relation of drift correction parameters calculated for each sample versus their isotopic
composition. Pressing the button once more will minimise the figure again. Often clear drift trends
with isotopic composition are visible, and then a ‘linear drift’ correction is the best choice (default).
If there is no particular trend visible, data evaluation could also be repeated by choosing a ‘constant
drift’ parameter, being independent of the sample isotopic composition (alternative approach).
It may happen that individual drift correction data have to be excluded (listed as ‘slope’ in cell AA17
and downwards), especially when e.g. dummy samples are measured as first sample, or dummy
samples are measured placeholders at leaky ports. In those cases the behaviour of those
measurements may not be consistent with other data does not coincide and produces artificial effects
during calculations. Such drift correction data should be marked as invalid (either by marking the
sample rawdata as outlier or by marking the drift correction parameter of that sample as outlier –
adding a “x”-char to the data converts it to a string and excludes it from further numerical
evaluation).
Marking of outlier values:
Marking any data as outlier can be done in the respective cell by adding a non-numerical character
(e.g. a value of “-1.345” in a cell is edited and by adding a leading character “x” is changed to “x1.345”). Then Excel identifies the cell contents as text and excludes it from any further calculation.
Memory parameter “SingleFactor”:
Then, if memory correction was applicable, the automatically derived “SingleFactor” memory
parameter (see Annex A.1.1) should be checked starting from cell W10 downwards. If ok, then the
standard deviation of evaluated memory parameters (cell W14) should be reasonable small (e.g.
0.02, respectively 2% variation in the memory correction value as given in cell W13). In case that
single memory correction factors are significantly different from all others, they may be marked as
outliers as stated above.
Calibration parameters and used standards:
A look at the calibration parameters (cell W1 and around) shows whether the right standards were
chosen for the calibration and what scale compression applied. Quality control standards are used to
estimate the bias of measurements from the difference between known assigned values and
calibrated measured ones. Under controlled measurements, biases should be generally not larger than
the usual measurement reproducibility.

Graphical display of some parameters:
The buttons on cell E1 and F1 enlarge two graphs, which may display useful information (if
provided by the instrument rawdata). Especially column E is useful in version SICalib2.16.
For example in column E the injected and measured water amount can be listed, and then the graph
provides an easy overview on the water injection over time (blue color), being quite critical for data
quality. At the same graph the corresponding isotopic data are displayed in red. Other external data
may be used in column E similarly. Column F is used in SICalib2.16 for display of the type B
uncertainty for each sample, and is not anymore available for external data as in previous versions.
Alternative method of marking outlier values:
In case of observation of such deviations or of missing data (no injection, therefore no measured
data), the respective data lines can be marked to be ignored for the evaluation. In case of missing
data this is obvious, but numerical data have to be marked using the method as described above.
As a faster way to mark more data as outliers or as invalid a second option is supported. In this
second option one can mark individual data cells in any of the columns L, N, P as invalid by just
putting any character in the cell to the left (situated in columns K, M, O). If that cell entry is not
empty, then the value in the cell directly to the right will not be used. That means, if a cell with
lincorrdata in column L should discarded (e.g. cell L27), then cell K27 should contain any character
(e.g. “r”). However, this marking will not affect the other entries of later evaluation steps to the right
(cells N27, P27). To achieve that, one could manually put entries into cells M27, O27). Or use a
macro which is associated to the button ‘CopyExclusionMark’ located near to cell G1.
You set a marker in cell K27 (or set several markers in column K) and click on the button. A box
pops up, asking to click on any cell of the column in which you had put markers in. Clicking on any
cell in column K and then clicking “OK” will do the job. All markers of column K will now be
copied to the adequate marker columns to the right (columns M, O) and overwrite their contents.
That facilitates entering several outlier data. It can be easily be taken back by just deleting all entries
in column K and again pressing the same button. The now empty fields from column K will delete
all marker entries to the right. The same procedure can be applied as well to mark data in columns N
and P as invalid.
Advanced manual memory corrections:
In case of repetitive analyses a memory correction is a very important manual adjustment for a lot of
instruments (e.g. when six injections of the same sample are measured before the next sample is
injected). In such case significant memory effects from sample cross talk are to be expected. The
automated memory correction procedure (SingleFactor) should have already provided a first
improvement for the original data. This SingleFactor correction is the default one due to its
simplicity for automated evaluation, using only one single parameter for correcting all measurements
(see Annex A.1.1).
Improved correction schemes can be applied, but they need a manual intervention by the user.
There are three kinds of additional memory corrections supported (see Annex A.1). They are called
“Exponential2”, “ExperimentalData”, and “ThreeReservoirs”. The first two ones are evaluated
together in one step. The last one is a special correction for large and long-lasting memories as in the
case of use of enriched isotopes.
Any advanced memory correction starts by calculating the needed correction parameters from
measured data. It is done by first looking at the button ‘EvalMem’ on cell Y11. If this button is
marked orange, no manual memory correction parameters were yet determined so far (indicating that
the macro had not yet been executed). Clicking on the button starts a macro, which screens through
all data and tries to find pairs of subsequent samples, which were analysed with at least 10 (!)
injections each.
(Note: a typical problem can occur if all samples are analysed only e.g. six times. Then the macro
will not find any data with 10 injections. In such case, the default value of 10 may be reduced to 6 in

cell B25 of sheet “Parameter”. However, six injections are considered as absolute minimum, and it
may already have negative consequences for the reliability of a memory correction).
The macro calculates advanced memory correction parameters by compiling memory data for all
such sample pairs and placing the results into worksheet ‘MemoryCorr’. Afterwards you are asked
whether you would like to move to that worksheet ‘MemoryCorr’ which you should answer with yes
(Fig.11).

Fig 11: Form popping up after data consolidation for advanced memory evaluation.

In that worksheet ‘MemoryCorr’, starting with row 27, all such sample pairs are listed, and
especially the memory correction applied for each performed injection (injection 1 up to maximum
of 18, starting in column G for δ2H and in column AE for δ18O). The average values for all pairs are
listed in row 9 (‘Average (start-stop)’ (Fig.12).

Fig 12: Sheet MemoryCorr after evaluation of Exponential2 and ExperimentalData methods (final parameters shown in
row4). The consolidated input data used for evaluation are shown in the lower part with few data sets deleted (blank
cells).

The details of the memory corrections “Exponential2” and “ExperimentalData” are explained in
Annexes A.1.2 and A.1.3.
The best values for the three factors ‘alpha’, ‘beta’ and ‘balance’ in the yellow marked cells in row 8
can be determined by variation, so that their dependent data displayed in row 8 will match as close
as possible to the actually measured memory data in row 9. As a help, the average of previously
calculated factors are loaded from file SIMemory.xls and displayed in row 14 as a first indication of
probable values. Increasing the numerical values of ‘alpha’ and ‘beta’ factors increases their
respective memory contributions (with different decrease by time). The ‘balance’ factor determines
the relative contribution of both exponential functions. This determines the parameters for the
“Exponential2” correction. In addition the actually measured memory data are calculated, which
constitute the second advanced correction method “ExperimentalData” (Annex A.1.3).
If a suitable matching is achieved by variation of the three factor values in the yellow fields, the data
can be transferred to row 4 by pressing button ‘Update2H-measured’ for δ2H or equivalent button for
δ18O. Those data in row 4 are used for actual subsequent memory evaluations. With that step the
determination of memory parameters is completed (except for the ThreeReservoirs method,
explained further below).
Now one opens again the evaluation worksheet (e.g. ‘2H-Data’) and perform a new memory
correction by pressing button ‘ReRun MemCorr’ in cell L1. The following form in Fig.13 asks for
number of repetitions (to be entered again) and the type of memory correction to be used.
One selects the correct number of injections per sample and selects under ‘MemorycorrType’ as
default the Radiobutton ‘Exponential2’. Then the just defined values for alpha, beta and balance are
used to recalculate the memory correction.
In some cases it could be useful to use the original determined SingeFactor parameter, for that tick
the box. On the right side of the form options for the memory evaluation can be chosen for
comparison with other external methods. Default is the first option to accept and use all repetitions
for evaluation. Choosing the last option skips any memory correction and uses non-memory
corrected data for further steps.

Fig 13: Form popping up for memory re-evaluation (pressing button “ReRun MemoryCorr”)

The last memory correction method ThreeReservoirs shall be used only after previous application of
the Exponetial2 correction method in order to be able to compare their results. It is mainly foreseen
in situations with long lasting memory effects (like in case of measurements of isotopically enriched
samples with hige isotopic differences. Details on its parameter evaluation are discussed in Annex
A.1.4.

Further mandatory steps to complete manual corrections:
Having re-calculated memory corrections has only changed the respective values in column L. No
automatic changes are applied to the further data (drift corrected and calibrated data) in order to keep
user control for all steps. This is indicated by changing the color of other macro-buttons from grey to
orange (orange indicating an action still needed to complete an evaluation) So afterwards the further
macro-buttons to the right (at cells M1 – DriftCorr, N1 – SortDrift, and P1 – SortCalib have to be
pressed in this order to perform respective actions and to propagate the applied changes up to the
final calibrated data and to its changed uncertainty values (all which should be hopefully improved).
For assessment of changes it is useful to compare the initial or previous evaluations with the recent
revised one. To do so, before completing the evaluation above to the end and starting the ‘SortCalib’
procedure (Button at cell P1), one should have pressed the macro-button ‘CopyDataforComparison’
to copy these data into the respective worksheet “2H-compare” or “18O-compare” to create a listing
of previous sample averages and of all individual data.
Alternatively one could copy the sorted list of means (blue marked block at the very right end of
data) and copy it to an empty area below (see in Fig.10 at right side – two such blue blocks are
copied below field “Final data sorted horizontically” indicating data from ‘first eval’ and those from
‘Expo2’ re-evaluation. Then you complete the new evaluation (press ‘SortCalib’ button), which will
overwrite the original blue block with new revised data. Then you could copy these new calibrated
data in the blue block right beside the other evaluation data and name it properly. Additionally
pressing the button ‘CopyDataforComparison’ will copy these new data into the respective
worksheet “2H-compare” or “18O-compare”.
Several more possibilities for further data checks exists and will be described in future manual
versions and videos.

5.3

Final calibrated data

The final data from the evaluation are not those marked in Fig.6 as “Final multiple data sorted”.
Why not, as these are the listing of all calibrated data? The final calibrated data have to include a
statement on their associated uncertainties, but here only a standard deviation is given showing the
spread of individual measured data. The information on combined standard uncertainties is only
provided in the “Data evaluation listing” box, listing the individual calibrated data and uncertainties
listed in the green marked fields. However, these data refer only to individual measurements. For the
averaged values of samples no combined standard uncertainties are calculated yet. Calculating a
standard error of the mean for those means is NOT APPROPRIATE as a combined standard
uncertainty for the mean.
In order to provide an easy method for proper error propagation from those individual measurements
to a combined standard uncertainty for the average, in SICalib version 2.16 the Type A and type B
uncertainties are listed separately for each measurement (GUM-2008, sections 4.2 and 4.3 therein).
First the statistical Type A uncertainties of all samples are combined and divided by the square root
of number of analyses and only then the common Type B uncertainty added applying the law of
uncertainty propagation.
For these calculations a final macro is used, activated by pressing the button at cell AD1 labelled
“Create worksheet 2H_Calib (or 18O_Calib)”. This button creates a new worksheet named
“18O_Calib” respectively “2H_Calib” depending from which data sheet it is called, in which all
individual calibrated data are placed by sample name in separate columns with their related
combined standard uncertainties (Fig.14, right side). Basic statistical treatment of these data lists
provide for example a weighted mean value and weighted Estimated Standard Error (weighted ESE)
for each of these samples. Normal mean and ESE are also provided. These summary data can be
regarded as final output of the evaluation and can be conveniently used and exported into any other
application.

Fig.14: Final data worksheet with all individual calibrated measurements performed for each sample and a summary
statistic on top. On the left side the summary statistics is displayed in a single row for easier copy/paste to other
applictions (see also Fig.15 below).

Fig.15: Summary data in final data worksheet. Data refer to a heterogeneity check of different ampoules of a new
reference material GISP2 and are at the lowest uncertainty level theoretically possible in such calibration run.

6.

Correction Tools

Some tools are provided to facilitate the data checking process both in SICalib as well as in the
Template-file.
In file SICalib - Two macros are available in SICalib itself easily by use of provided buttons:

•

One button called ‘CheckRawFiles’ can be used to open a file which should later be
evaluated. After entering the number of injections for each sample, it basically checks
whether the number of data lines (measurements) in that file corresponds to a multiple of the
stated number of injections. If not, a warning is displayed. Such message can be caused by
instruments skipping one or more injections (e.g. malfunction of autosampler) and input files,
or if for any other reason data measurement is unreliable. This could be the case if for
example a syringe is temporarily clogged and no or too low water amount injected for a
measurement. Since SICalib is mandatorily expecting the same number of injections for each
sample, such event would hinder the evaluation. If missing lines are detected, an empty line
could be added, and in this line just entering the sample name and time of measurement in
the proper position. SICalib then recognizes the missing data and will proceed without error.
• Another button called ‘CleanupCell-Errors’ checks a selected column in an open Excel-file
and replaces all existing #VALUE error messages in this column with a character string
‘invalid’, to enable Excel to continue with calculation of means etc. using the macros.
Otherwise, Excel would report later errors in other formulas, since it cannot handle such an
error containing cell for any further calculation.
In file SIRawdata-Template (and all evaluated data-files) - Several buttons are available to start tools
for visualisation and evaluation of data or to facilitate changes for the re-evaluation process:
• Three buttons named “ResizeFig.E”, “ResizeFig.F” and “ResizeFig.Drift” are just toggles to
enlarge or minimize graphs showing displays of isotopic data combined with data of columns
E resp. F, or showing drift correction factors as evaluated from each different sample suitable
for that in a given run.
• The “NameCheck” button in cell B1 is for use with LabData and the file SSforSI.xls to
change LabData generated composite sample names to easily user-readable names.
• The Button “CopyExclusionMark” (cell G1) can be used to copy multiple data exclusion
markers entered in column K to columns M and O for proper automated evaluation.
• The button “Cleanup Cell-errors” is used to replace error messages in formulas of columns N
and P by the string “z”. Those errors occur if raw data are invalid or marked as string values
and have to be removed manually with help of this button before use of further macros for
data evaluation.
• With the button “Redefine CalibStds” (cell U1) it is possible even after the original
evaluation to change retroactively the calibration standards to be used, or the QC samples for
bias evaluation. The entries in the section CalibrationParameters (cell range W1 to AB9) are
changed accordingly.
• The button “EvalMem” (cell Y11) is used to compile data in Sheet MemoryCorr for
evaluation of the two memory corrections Expoential2 and ExperimentalData as explained in
Annex A.1.
• The button “Update DriftPara” (cell AD12) is used to update changed drift correction
parameters from averages in cells AA13 to AC13 to the actually used data for performing
drift corrections in cells AA11 to AC11.
• At first use the button “CopyDataforComparison” (at cell AP1) creates a worksheet “2Hcompare” resp. “18O-compare” and places therein the recent version of calibrated data
(“overview of calibrated data” in blue box), as well as below a listing of all individual
calibrated data with uncertainties in original sequence from columns P and Q. After any reevaluation the modified data can be added to the right, to provide an easy way for
comparison of evaluations.
• The button “Create Worksheet 2H_Calib” resp. “Create Worksheet 18O_Calib” in cell AD1
is initiating the final evaluation of data after all corrections have been completed by creating
an additional worksheet and providing therein an uncertainty assessment for the mean values
to be calculated from all individual calibrated measurements of each sample.

7.

Program availability

The program files are available for download free of charge at the IAEA Reference Products
homepage: http://nucleus.iaea.org/rpst/ReferenceProducts/Analytical_Methods/index-htm
The IAEA and the author take no liability for use of the software and any consequences arising from
its use. The software is provided “as is”, and any support for its use is provided only on a voluntary
basis and as time allows. The author can be contacted under the email address m.groening@iaea.org

8.

Video sequences to explain program operation

Several small video sequences can be launched to watch typical scenarios in data evaluation and find
possible solutions. These videos are capturing the desktop screen including an audio explanation to
follow the actual evaluation process. They are available both in the “swf”-format for common videoviewer programs and in an “exe”-version to create self-running videos by use of a commercial
video-production tool. In the self-executable version videos are stored as executable files and don’t
need any installed viewer. These are quite small files to reduce space requirements.
These videos are referring to the version 2.16 from 2017 and are included in two ZIP-archives
SICalib-v216-Videos1-Basics(exe).zip and SICalib-v216-Videos2-Generic(exe).zip for the selfexecutable version and are similarly available as two “(swf)”-versions:
a) Initial SICalib settings for a new user Video (13:37 min, 8.3MB) V216-InitialSetup.exe
b) First program overview – main screen Video (4:27 min, 1.3MB) V216_Purpose-Workflow.exe
c) Complete evaluation I (Picarro) Video (11:52 min, 7.8MB) V216-EvaluationI(Picarro).exe
d) Review of evaluation I
Video (21:29 min, 14.0MB) V216-EvalReviewI(Picarro).exe
e) Complete evaluation II (IsoDat) Video (12:42 min, 8.6MB) V216-EvaluationII(IsoDat).exe
f) Saving final evaluation data/file Video (2:43 min, 2.2MB) V216-FileSave.exe
g) Complete evaluation III (GenericFormat) Video (14:44 min, 13.3MB)
V216-EvaluationIII(GenericFormat).exe
h) Review of evaluation III (GenericFormat) Video (17:18 min, 13.2MB)
V216-EvalReviewIII(GenericFormat).exe

The set of original videos as produced for the version 2.14 in 2011 are also available in the V214
download folder, as the main description of the evaluation process is still valid:
i) Initial settings for SICalib for a new user Video (4:27 minutes, 1.8MB) V-Initial.exe
j) First program overview – main screen Video (2:29 minutes, 0.5MB) V-MainWindow.exe
k) Complete undistorted evaluation I Video (7:24 minutes, 2.7MB) V-EvaluationI.exe
l) Review of evaluation I
Video (3:54 minutes, 1.2MB) V-EvalReviewI.exe
m) Complete undistorted evaluation II Video (3:55 minutes, 1.7MB) V-EvaluationII.exe
n) Review of evaluation II
Video (5:39 minutes, 2.3MB) V-EvalReviewII.exe
o) Alternative Memory correction
Video (7:15 minutes, 2.3MB) V-Memory.exe
p) No memory correction, skip 2 meas. Video (4:46 minutes, 1.8MB) V-MemorySkip2.exe
q) Alternative Mem. correction Exponential2 Video (5:25 minutes, 1.9MB) VMemoryExpo2.exe
r) Saving final evaluation data/file
Video (1:04 minutes, 0.5MB) V-FileSave.exe

9.

Known issues

The handling of graphs changed between Excel versions 2007 and 2010. There are minor issues with
the enlargement of embedded graphs and proper display of axis descriptions. This Excel behaviour
will be addressed in a future version of SICalib.
The use of ‘dot’ or ‘comma’ as decimal separator depending on country setting is supported. Other
country specific settings are not yet considered in the program.

Several issues existed concerning date formats. Several date versions are supported, however, if
problems occur in some special country settings, a change to the international “yyyy-mm-dd” format
should resolve them.
The performance of running macros can be slow on several Excel versions, most probably due to
optional settings for the UpdateCell functionality. This may force a recalculation of all formula cell
entries of a sheet for each single change in any concerned formula cell. For the re-evaluation of files
containing hundreds of lines (cells) by the macro, all hundreds of cells are updated each time the
macro evaluates the next cell, and this may considerably slow down the evaluation. No such
behaviour was detected in Excel versions before 2007. This behaviour can also occur if other Excel
workbooks or macros are kept opened during the use of SICalib, when those files have the
UpdateCell functionality enabled. You find the settings in the Excel “File”-tab, “Options”,
“Formulas”, under “Calculation options”.
For other issues please also consult Annex B (Troubleshooting), especially on enabling Macros in
Excel versions.
It is recommended for Excel versions 2010 and above to use the compatibility mode and to save
Excel macro files as “Excel 97-2003 Workbook” in the old “*.xls” format, and for compatibility
reasons rather not to use the new “*.xlsm” macro file format. This preserves the possibility to reevaluate files on any computer with an Excel version installed since at least version Excel97. This
habit will also avoid the erroneous saving of a file in the suggested default “*.xlsx” modus (NOT TO
BE USED AT ALL!!!), which WILL NOT include macros, and therefore will not allow any later
corrections to calculations performed during the recent session.
In case of further non resolvable problems, they may kindly be reported to the author with a detailed
description and an example file showing the problem.
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Annex:
A. Used approaches and formulas
A.1 Memory-correction
Many measurement processes are subject to memory effects, which means that the value of a
previous measurement has a certain influence on the next sample measurement result. In
mass spectrometry or laser spectroscopy, such effects can be caused by incomplete removal
of the previous sample from the measurement compartment. Remaining molecules of the
previous sample then influence the measured isotopic composition of the next sample. This
effect depends on the fraction of remaining gas due to imperfect pumping, its rate of release
from surfaces if absorbed in the cell, and the isotopic difference between two samples. The
principle of such memory effects in case of repeated injections is shown in Fig A.1.

Fig.A.1: Principle of memory effects and correction (here for samples with six repeated injections).

An advice of several instrument producers for repeated analysis of stable isotope ratios of
water samples is, to simply ignore and reject the first three injections of any sample as being
memory affected. Only the further injections are then used and averaged. Use of this

approach resulted in worse performance compared to the memory correction methods as
described below. The reason is that often six injections are recommended to be performed,
and as the first three are rejected, the last three values are averaged and assumed to represent
the true isotopic value. However, this assumption can be proven wrong in many routine
cases, as up to 8 or even 10 measurements may be significantly affected by memory effects.
Memory correction as discussed here is related only to repeated injections of the same
sample into a measuring device to reduce crosstalk between different samples. The memory
correction algorithms are tailored to assess this crosstalk, quantify it and eliminate its
influence on final data. No attempt was done to correct memory effects for instruments
which analyse data individually only once (like it is the case for example in water/gas
equilibration devices coupled to dual inlet mass spectrometers). Here any sample is analysed
only once from a equilibration container. There may be a crosstalk between measurements,
too, however, there are well established means for pumping and flushing times, as well as
different source and inlet parameters, to minimise those memory effects. Therefore no
attempt is made to correct for those effects (and in fact, e.g. for dual inlet mass spectrometry
the SICalib memory correction is just not applied).
In default mode, during an applied memory correction, the last few injections are averaged to
provide the best estimate of the ‘true’ measurement value. If the default mode is disabled,
then only the last injection is used as true value. This setting is controlled by the setting in
field D4 in SICalib.xls. If the cell contents equal the string ‘MG’, the default mode
(averaging) is selected. To avoid an unintended change of its value, its writing color is set to
white, so it is not directly visible. The used setting value is transferred to each evaluation
workbook (Cell A6 in sheet ‘Parameter’).
The following description applies to methods which use repeated injections of the same
identical sample into a sample preparation or measurement device.
A.1.1 Automatic “SingleFactor”memory correction
In a simple memory correction approach, only one memory reservoir is assumed affecting
further measurements. A constant relative memory decrease with time is assumed. This
simple approach has the major advantage that it can be automated by a script and the single
parameter used in the correction is automatically derived as average value from all samples
measured during the run.
The applied simple memory correction algorithm requires a constant number of repetitions
for each sample in a given measurement run. It is assumed that the number of repetitions is
sufficiently large to ensure that the last measurement is not anymore affected by any memory
effect of the previous sample (see Fig. A.1).
No memory correction can be applied for the first sample as the isotopic composition of any
previous measurement is not available. Starting from the second sample onwards until the
end, each consecutive pair of samples is evaluated to derive a memory effect. The isotopic
difference between both samples’ last measurements is considered as being the true isotopic
difference of both samples (a1=true2-true1). The isotopic difference of the last measurement
of the second sample to its first measurement is taken (a2=true2-meas2). The calculated ratio
f=a2/a1 is a first raw approximation of the memory contribution. It is not the true memory
effect, since previous measurements will still have a small contribution to the overall
memory effect. Here three previous measurements are considered as well. To illustrate this in
an example, a value f=0.1 (10 percent memory contribution from the last measurement), the
previous measurement will contribute f*f (1 percent) and the previous one f*f*f (1 permille).
Thus the real memory contribution in this case would be 11.1 percent instead of 10%.
In order to account for this effect, the evaluated value f=a2/a1 is corrected (reduced) by the
following formula f=f*(1-f-f*f). This approach is true if the memory contribution decreases
linearly with time Then the true memory correction value of 10% will be calculated. A

further criterion is applied to improve the significance of the correction. All those derived
factors are rejected, which are insignificant (e.g. when the true isotopic difference between
two consecutive samples is too low) or impossible (negative memory correction). The
derived memory factor f is stored. Then the factor f for the next sample pair is evaluated. An
average factor from all determinations is calculated at the end to be the best proxy for
memory effects over the measurement run.
The assumed linear decrease of memory contribution with time is only correct for a single
‘memory reservoir’. This approach seems reasonable, when one memory contribution
dominates the effects (case of high temperature pyrolysis and LGR), but it provides only an
approximate correction in case of several similar memory contributions (case of Picarro,
where the memory for hydrogen and oxygen is considerable different despite measurement
during same injection).
Manual memory corrections
For an improved manual data assessment after the initial automated data evaluation, some
further tools are available after end of the automatic evaluation mode. To start the process, in
the created file SIRawdata_template1.xls, in the respective sheet “2H-Data” or “18O-Data”
press the button “ReRun MemCorr” located at cell L2. This starts the evaluation process and
opens the following selection field to select first the number of repetitions and then the
memory correction method to be applied (Fig.13).

A.1.2 Manual Bi-Exponential “Exponential2” memory correction
An improved memory correction algorithm was developed, which simulates the interaction
of each sample during measurement with two different memory reservoirs. It uses two
exponential decrease curves for two postulated memory contributions (with different
exponent factors α and β) and a contribution factor balance to vary their relative
contribution/interaction with the sample – see formula below. With that relatively simple
approach, a significant further improvement of data consistency could be obtained for all
instrumentation using lasers or elemental analyzers. The scaling of the correction is
performed using the assumption that the calculated memory correction of the first injection
x1 is correct as measured (constant percentage) and therefore will not be further modified by
the algorithm. The relative memory correction x as function of the injection i can be
expressed as follows using the three parameters α, β, and balance:
xi = x1 ⋅ (balance ⋅ exp(− α ⋅ (i − 1)) + (1 − balance ) ⋅ exp(− β ⋅ (i − 1)))
Using this method, often a 50% decrease of the standard deviation calculated for all
measured injection was obtained compared to the first automated memory correction. In most
routine cases, the often recommended too simplified approach to just ignore the first three
injections and to use all other ones, resulted in much less comparable results than by using
the “Exponential2” correction method using two exponential functions.
The memory correction process is initiated by pressing the button “EvalMem” (cell Y11) of
the respective worksheet “2H-Data” or “18O-Data”. It evaluates occurring memory effects
between different samples and puts the data into the worksheet “MemoryCorr”. At the end of
the process the user is asked if it is wanted to proceed to that sheet.
The “Exponential2” correction method is implemented in the worksheet “MemoryCorr” of
the respective file “SIRawdata_template1.xls” created during the evaluation process. The
Columns B to X refer to correction factors for δ2H (see Fig.12), and columns Z to AV for
δ18O.
Starting in row 27 (cell B27) and below, sample pairs with evaluated memory effects are
listed, providing names of samples, the delta-value, the difference of delta values of the two
samples, the “single” memory correction factor in percent (A.1.1) and then for up to 18
injections (repetitions) the consecutive memory correction in percent of the true isotopic

difference between the samples. The averages of these memory values for each injection step
over the whole sample set are listed in row 9. The Exponential2 model data are displayed just
above in row 8 in green color.
Any inconsistency in individual input data can first be examined. It is expected that for each
row, there is a monotone decrease in memory contribution with injections. The stated relative
memory contribution for each injection expressed as percentage should be similar. Outliers
can therefore be found and discarded, which for example could occur if the isotopic
difference between samples gets too small that it becomes comparable to random fluctuations
of measurements.
Now the fitting of Exponential2 model data in row 8 can be done to the ‘real’ average
memory data of row 9l. This is achieved by modifying the three parameters alpha, beta and
balance in cells C8 to E8. Modifying data there changes the model output for memory in row
8. Note that the model value for the first injection is always kept equal to the real measured
memory data. Increase the numerical value of parameters alpha or beta will fasten the
‘decay’ of memory contribution with time. The numerical value itself determines the time
span memory is relevant (lower value has a longer time span). The parameter balance is used
to define the relative contribution of the two exponential functions. If it is set to zero, there is
only one exponential function left.
In line 14, average memory data are displayed from file SIMemory.xls for previous
measurements using the same instrument.
In case a sufficient fitting is reached, press one of the two buttons below the fitted data or
below those imported from file SIMemory.xls.
This copies the respective data set into row 4 (marked in green). Those marked data will then
be used for further Exponential2 memory corrections in the data worksheet (by starting there
a new memory correction pressing button “ReRun MemCorr” close to cell L1).

A.1.3 Manual “ExperimentalData” memory correction
The ExperimentalData memory correction refers to the same memory parameter correction
as performed in A.1.2 for the Exponential2 memory parameters. In this case here, for each
injection, the average values in cells G4 to X4 will be used, so fitting all data with the best
average for all data. In theory it provides the best fitting performance as it is determined
directly from measured data. However it is of course more susceptible to single outliers and
inconsistencies in data behaviour for a small set of data. Therefore it should be applied with
care and only if memory parameter data are consistent over several measurement runs.
A.1.4 Manual Three-Reservoirs “3Res” memory correction
This is a more sophisticated memory correction model, which assumes the existence of three
‘memory’ reservoirs with different size, and individual exchange intensity with the injected
sample (Fig.A.2). As the sample is influenced by the reservoirs, also the isotopic composition
of the individual reservoirs is influenced by each sample. Therefore the isotopic
compositions of all reservoirs change continuously with each new injection. Another
parameter can modify all reservoir sizes simultaneously. This model is especially useful for
long term memory trends induced by use of highly enriched samples in a sample sequence
run, as it can correct memory effects occurring over the whole measurement run.
For proper use of the model, first the Exponential2 model should be applied to define
Exponential2 model parameters (see section 5.2).

Fig. A.2: Model of the 3Res memory correction with three Reservoirs interacting with each sample injection.

The 3Res correction method is applied in Worksheet “MemoryCorr”. The 3Res model data
are stored there in columns AX to BG for δ2H (see Fig.16), and in columns BH to BQ for
δ18O. The correction is started by pressing the orange colored button “MemResH” (cell AX2)
resp. “MemResO” a first time. This will populate the column AZ starting in line 27 with
previously evaluated Exponential2-corrected data. Pressing the same button a second time
will then create in columns BC and BD formulas for each sample to calculate the relative
performance gain for methods Exponential2 and 3Res versus raw data. The results of the
“3Res” correction are indeed indirectly compared to those of the “Exponential2” correction
(summary ‘rExpo2’ versus ‘rRes3’).
For each sample and its set of injections each formula calculates the ratio of two standard
deviations (standard deviation for data corrected by memory correction, versus those of
uncorrected data). The result of this formula therefore indicates the memory correction
performance, with a lower number indicating a much better fitting of individual data than for
the uncorrected ones (ratio of 1 indicating no performance gain). Normally the formula will
show lower values (better performance) for method Exponential2 compared with 3Res.
The average values of these performance data over the whole set are displayed in cells BC6
(Exponential2) and BD6 (3Res), see Fig.A.3.
Now the performance of the 3Res memory correction can be optimised by subsequent change
of the six parameters as described above. The parameters are located in the six cells BJ2 to
BL3 and implemented with scroll bars with values between 0 and 100 (Fig.A.4). A change of
any parameter will affect the “average performance indicator” in cell BD6. In general a
change of one of the three ResExchange-factors will have more impact than change of a
ResSize-factor. By scrolling through the six parameters, one should try to find an absolute
minimum for this parameter. As the parameters are interactive, several iterations are needed,
but with a bit of trying the process can be completed very fast. In cell BB4, another
parameter can influence simultaneously the size of all reservoirs.

Fig.A.3: View on 3Res correction data after button MemResH was pressed twice. The two numbers in cells
BC6 and BD6 denote the average performance gain of the two correction methods versus uncorrected data
(about five times (0.19) or four times (0.24) better than for uncorrected data).

Fig.A.4: Six scroll bars are used to optimize the 3Res memory correction. Each change modifies the result
rRes3 in cell BD6. Target is to reduce its value towards that in cell BC6 (more optimised in Fig A.3).

If the correction is optimised, press the button “Update2H-parameters” (cell AY4) to transfer
these final seven scroll bar parameter values to the cells H16 to N16 (marked in green).
Those values are then ready to be used for a subsequent “3Res” memory correction as to be
started back from the data-worksheet by pressing the button “ReRun MemCorr” and
choosing under MemorycorrType the option “ThreeReservoirs” (Fig.13). Then continue with
the usual stepwise evaluation process up to the calibration.

A.2 Drift-correction
The drift correction algorithm bases on a calculation of time dependence of isotopic values as
provided by the previous step (memory correction). All calculations are based on standard
Excel functions SLOPE, INTERCPT, COUNT, SUM. Since in some rawdata files no
measurement time is recorded, as default the measurement number or position (as provided
in column A) is used as proxy for measurement time. The only assumption is that each
measurement takes approximately the same time.
The used drift correction algorithm calculates a drift correction for each sample analyzed
multiple times. Therefore it includes as much information about the measurement process as
possible. The calculated drift correction values are then averaged and this value used as best
proxy for a drift correction of each isotopic value in the sequence. This process does not
interfere with the use of standards for calibrations, it just increases the robustness of the
approach by adding more available data.
This procedure may fail, if the measurement sequence is stopped due to unforeseen
circumstances and then continued for example 12 hours later. In principle it can be easily
corrected by calculating the average time of one measurement and adding from the time of
interruption onwards an appropriate number. For example if the interruption occurred at
position 14 and each measurement takes 10 minutes, one would have to add 6*12=72
positions, so position 15 would be corrected to position 87 and so on.
In principle and if available, the relative measurement time (time of measurement minus time
of first measurement in hours) could be used. It is provided in column C, but not used until
ver 2.16f. In ver2.16g, the relative time (in hours) since start of sequence is used as default
(equipment not deriving the time of measurement is hardly used anymore!).
Two possibilities for drift correction are possible: first, a constant drift value can be derived
from all measurements. This option can be chosen by setting the SlopeMode parameter, that
means the contents of cell D5 in SICalib.xls “constantDrift’. The second option (default one
“linearDrift”) is based on the observation that often the isotopic drift of samples during a
sequence is not constant, but dependent on the isotopic composition of the sample. For
example, a gradual change of the H3+-factor would influence isotopically negative samples
more than isotopically more positive samples. There from calculated drift values of all
samples, the effect of the isotopic composition is taken into account by calculation of the
drift-of-the-drift with the isotopic composition. This option is declared by the value
“linearDrift” in cell D5.
All drift corrections are based on the weighted average time for measurement. This is like the
center of gravity approach for the arms of a balance. This ensures that all corrections for all
samples are based on the same time. If the analytical sequence is undistorted, it is just the
middle of the analyses times for the sequence. It is necessary to cope with possible
unforeseen stops of the measurements. It also ensures that the different intercepts of
individual drift corrections are coherent, even if the “average time” position of multiple
measurements may differ considerably for each sample.
The drift correction in case of “linearDrift” is described by the following function:
TotalSum 

2
δ 2 H drift = δ 2 H memory −  Position −
 × (SlopeOfSlope × δ H memory + InterceptOfSlope)
TotalCount 


with position being the individual measurement number for a sample, TotalSum the sum of
all positions and TotalCount the count of all positions. SlopeOfSlope and InterceptOfSlope
are the dependence of derived slopes from the isotopic composition.
The drift correction for “constantDrift” is just the time dependence of isotopic composition,
with the basis at the center of gravity (TotalSum/TotalCount). It is described by the formula:
TotalSum 

δ 2 H drift = δ 2 H memory −  Position −
 × ( AverageSlope)
TotalCount 

All parameters for performed drift corrections are visible in Cells Z10 onwards. Here all
settings can be changed and adjusted manually if necessary.

A.3 Calibration
The calibration/normalisation of measurements is performed using two calibration standards
cal1 and cal2 according to the following formula f:
δ 2H sample =δ 2H cal1 + (δ 2H cal2 −δ 2H cal1 )⋅ (δ W 2 H sample − δ W 2 H cal1 ) (δ W 2 H cal2 − δ W 2 H cal1 )
in reference to the VSMOW/SLAP δ-scale.
The two standards can be any two internal laboratory standards calibrated in reference to the
VSMOW/SLAP δ-scale. The same formula is applied for δ18Osample accordingly. Internal
laboratory standards need to be calibrated in reference to available reference materials (e.g.
VSMOW2 and SLAP2). The combined uncertainty of the two used calibration standards
contains the uncertainty of their calibrations.

A.4 Uncertainty-calculation
The combined standard uncertainty of the calibrated values is calculated according to the
approach of the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainties in Measurements (GUM-2008).
Partial derivatives of the calibration formula f in section A.3 are calculated for all variables
subject to uncertainties. These partial derivatives are also called sensitivity factors, as they
define the influence of the respective parameter uncertainties on the combined uncertainty
u(δ2Hsample). In the following equations, the parameter δ2Hsample will be abbreviated as δsample.
The combined uncertainty u(δ2Hsample) is calculated by:
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The five individual components are explained below under a) to e):
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reference to VSMOW/SLAP δ2H-scale, e.g. ±0.3‰ for VSMOW2.
The corresponding sensitivity factor is
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reference to VSMOW/SLAP δ2H-scale, e.g. ±0.3‰ for SLAP2.
The corresponding sensitivity factor is
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 ⋅ u (δ w cal1 ) 2 : variance from uncertainty (here: standard error of the mean ‘sem’)
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 ∂δ w cal1 
of measured values of calibration standard cal1 at measurement days. For only one
measurement the uncertainty would correspond to a standard deviation. Here only the ‘sem’value is important, as the uncertainty of the mean value is the relevant component for the
combined uncertainty assessment, and not the standard deviation for a single determination
of cal1. This is a main reason why calibration standards are measured in repetition during any
measurement day to minimise this uncertainty component. Typically, about 4 cal1
measurements are a good compromise between small uncertainty and necessary number of
measurements.
The corresponding sensitivity factor is
 ∂f 

 = (δ cal2 − δ cal1 ) ⋅ δ W sample − δ W cal1 (δ W cal2 − δ W cal1 )2 − (δ cal2 − δ cal1 ) (δ W cal2 − δ W cal1 )
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 ⋅ u (δ w cal2 ) 2 : variance from uncertainty (here: standard error of the mean ‘sem’)
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 ∂δ w cal2 
of measured values of calibration standard cal2 at measurement days. For all other
explanations, see the same arguments as given in c) for cal1.
The corresponding sensitivity factor is
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measured only once, and so the standard deviation (or better reproducibility) of the
measurement cannot be assessed directly. A proxy for u(δW sample) has to be used. Possibilities
for such a proxy will be discussed below.
The corresponding sensitivity factor is
 ∂f


 = (δ cal2 − δ cal1 ) (δ W − δ W )
cal2
cal1
 ∂δ w

sample 

A proxy for this uncertainty component needs to represent the standard deviation for multiple
sample determinations. It can be approximated in different manner and various approaches
exist (which will not be discussed here in detail).
As a best proxy for this uncertainty component the long term reproducibility for individual
sample analyses can be taken. This reproducibility can be derived in several ways.
Two possibilities have been implemented at the IAEA stable isotope laboratories:
• Repetition of measurements for a representative fraction of samples (over a period of
two years: all samples) at different days (in addition partly by different measurement
instruments and sample preparation lines). Result ranges are derived for each sample,
and then converted to standard deviations by division by the square root of number of
measurements and correction by a factor d1 to produce a standard deviation (see
general statistical textbooks). The average value of all derived sample standard
deviations is then the average standard deviation of repeated measurements over
longer time periods. This property is called reproducibility and is the requested
uncertainty component for the sample. The time period chosen has to be long enough

to be representative for samples, but short enough to allow for change with time
(improvement/deterioration of reproducibility).
• Evaluation of a quality control sample, which is analyzed every day multiple times to
derive its standard deviation. Its average long term standard deviation is used as a
proxy for the long term reproducibility of samples. This approach is valid, if the
reproducibility of samples is similar enough for the different isotopic compositions of
samples analysed. The best choice for the isotopic composition of the quality control
sample is to ensure a similarity to the majority of analysed samples.
In case of the IAEA Isotope Hydrology Laboratory an evaluation of both methods
conducted over the whole year 2004 resulted in reproducibilities of δ18O values for the
two methods of ±0.047‰ and ±0.046‰, respectively.
In order to complete the uncertainty assessment for the sample, the uncertainty
component u(δW sample) for a sample measurement should contain the long term
reproducibility as discussed above, as well as the daily repeatability of measurements as
approximated by most mass spectrometer software from internal measurement data:
u (δ sample ) =

(reproducibility )2 + (repeatability )2

However, as a general rule the repeatability should be significantly smaller than the long
term reproducibility and its influence of the overall uncertainty component should be
minimal (and therefore double counting of repeatability is not a significant problem). In
any case, in many laboratories measurement days with poor repeatability of
measurements are often rejected in total, as often the deviations between repeated
standard measurements becomes inacceptable high.
f) Further uncertainty components to be considered are those related to primary calibration
standards. In case of internal laboratory standards being used for daily calibration purpose,
their derived uncertainties should already include those of the primary calibration standards
(normally VSMOW2 and SLAP2). This is following a similar reasoning as above, using their
calibrated values obtained under repeatability mode by their direct comparison in reference to
the primary standards.
g) Additional uncertainty components can be present and – if significant – need to be taken
into account and to be corrected for.
Several measurement methods are prone to substantial memory effects between individual
sample measurements. Instead of evaluation of the possible magnitude of this effect, a
memory correction is applied on the data in case of methods using repeated sample injections
(e.g. high temperature pyrolysis continuous flow mass spectrometry or infrared laser
spectroscopy). For both methods as applied at the IAEA, a simple memory correction
algorithm is applied (see A.1). All measurements are corrected using a one reservoir memory
approach and a constant memory correction factor as calculated from memory effects for
each pair of consecutively performed measurements during the measurement day. After
correction of this memory component for all standard and sample measurements, all injection
values are then averaged. This reduces or completely eliminates an uncertainty component
related to uncorrected memory effects. Thus after applied correction the standard deviation of
the mean value for each sample includes implicitly imperfection of correction and any
residual memory effect not corrected for.
One other uncertainty component is a possible drift of repeated measurement results over a
measurement day. Instead of trying to provide a reasonable estimate of magnitude of this
effect, in case of IHL a linear drift correction algorithm is applied (see A.2) to remove the
drift effect and to keep any residual non-linear effects insignificantly low. In fact, drift effects
occur only for some instruments, or for other ones only under unfavourable conditions like
problems with ion source settings.
Another component is a possible bias correction in case of evidence of significant deviations
of calibrated measured values from true values (normally not significant and by sure
preferentially rather subject to corrective actions like rejecting the whole run then just to
increase the overall uncertainty).

A correction for non-linearity effects of measurements and calculations can be avoided by
use of isotopic abundance ratios for further calculations rather than the (non-linear) δ-values
themselves. This is relevant mostly for isotopically enriched materials.
Further corrections could be applied for external factors (like temperature drifts), but are not
quantified as uncertainty components, as their influence is included in the daily variation of
used standard measurements and furthermore can be corrected for explicitly.
With these uncertainty components included, it constitutes a complete uncertainty budget
under most routine situations encountered in an analytical laboratory measuring δ-values of
water samples.
All SICalib versions since Ver2.12 and later includes these evaluation procedures, which are
automatically applied for each evaluated measurement. The performance of an automated
drift correction (and memory correction, where applicable) reduces the computational effort
in uncertainty evaluation and minimises the effect of any remaining possible residual
uncertainty.
SICalib version 2.16 further differentiates those uncertainty components in statistical ones
(Type A uncertainties, related to the measurement process), and those of non-statistical origin
(Type B uncertainties, related to external derived information). The latter one related
particularly to the assigned uncertainties of measurement standards (from certificates or long
term performance data) or from bias data of quality control samples for a given measurement
run.

B. Troubleshooting
B.1 Macros in SICalib are disabled and cannot be executed:
If the Excel security settings are set to “high” or “very high”, only special macros with digital
certificates may be executed. Macros in SICalib therefore will be disabled – and therefore
excluded from execution (Figure B.1).

Fig. B.1: Message when opening SICalib.xls under Excel high security settings.

This can be solved by changing security settings (in Excel 2010 Tools / Macro / Security) to
medium or low (not recommended) (Figure B.2). Under “medium”, Excel will ask each time
when opening SICalib, whether its macros should be enabled or not. Choose “Yes” and you can
start to work. The actual location of such security settings differs in each version of Excel. In
Excel 2016 it is located under “File/Options/Trust Center/Trust Center Settings/Macro Settings”.

Fig. B.2 Possible macro security settings in Excel.

B.2 Enabling “Developer” menu item in Excel to access macros:
Since Excel 2010, per default no access to Macros is granted. The respective access icons are in the
“Developer” menu, which is disabled per default. To enable it, in version 2010 click on the Office
Button (upper left edge of Excel window, and on “Excel options”. There enable the option “Show
Developer tab in the Ribbon”. Now in that menu you can access Visual Basic, run Macros, and set
the Macro Security. Similar settings needs to be enabled in other Excel versions respectively.
In version Excel 2016, open “File/Options/Customize Ribbon”, and on right side of the screen under
header Main Tabs click on empty box left to the Developer Menu Item.

B.3 File-format for Saving:
It may be recommended to save files in the old “XLS” format, not so much for compatibility with
Excel 1997-2003, but to avoid under all circumstances to save any file in the default “XLSX”
format, which would automatically delete any contained macros, and therefore destroying any
possibility for further data modification and re-evaluation. The “XLSM” format is the modern
alternative retaining all data formatting features eventually not preserved in the XLS-format.

C. Files included in the SICalib distribution
The original distribution consists of one ZIP-File:
SICalib216.zip (11MB).
The file contains the following six files (version 2.16f as of January 2017) and a series of example
files, which should all be extracted to any directory of user’s choice. Six main files for SICalib
operation:
SICalib.xls
SIRawdata_template.xls
SIMemory.xls
SSForSI.xls
SIGenericImportFile.xls
Manual-SICalib216.pdf
Readme.txt
It contains additionally the following six example input files (different file types) …:
/FileExamp/h2o_20110505_002(LGR1).txt

/FileExamp/HBDS62_IsoWater_20110505_111111(Picarro).csv
/FileExamp/HDO_20110505(Finnigan_DeltaPlus_DualInlet).xls
/FileExamp/o110505start(GVI_Isoprime_CF).xls
/FileExamp/HGDS94_IsoWater_20130801_112327(Picarro).csv
/FileExamp/h090320-1(Generic-GVI).xls
… as well as eleven corresponding output files (one for each input file and six different versions of
the Picarro input file) with the names all starting with the output identifying substring “Final_...”.
The six input-files in the sub-directory FileExamp are example rawdata-files showing examples of
different supported file formats. The files were chosen randomly. They are not intended to and do
not provide any sort of performance assessment for different instruments or methods. They are all
using the same internal laboratory standards used at IAEA having been calibrated versus VSMOW2
and SLAP2 and having been quality checked versus GISP.
Further eleven files in the same directory (names starting with “Final_...”) provide examples of
already evaluated rawdata files. These output files are designated for comparing the reader’s own
evaluations of the input files. In one case (for Picarro input file), six different versions of output-files
are saved to provide examples of different versions of memory corrections (SingleFactor,
Exponential2, skipping first 3 measurements, 3Reservoirs
Several video help files are provided additionally to guide on the use of the SICalib program by
providing short videos explaining typical situations for evaluations.
These further ZIP-files contain a series of compressed videos as EXE-Files or SWF-Files (using the
program Screen2SWF from company StepOk Image Lab, www.screen-record.com). Each EXE-File
resp. SWF-File contains a screenshot-video of several minutes length showing some handling
features for SICalib. The high compression ratio enables such a file of few MB size to contain a
three minute video with audio comments. The contained compressed video is started by executing
the EXE-file (containing itself the video codec) independent of any other video player. The SWFFiles need a player for flash Video-files.
Files included (both as exe and swf versions):
V216-VideosI-Basic_(exe).zip
(39MB): 6 Videos on general operation of SICalib
• V216-Purpose-Workflow.exe (4:27) – introduction
• V216-InitialSetup.exe (13:37)
– one time setup for a laboratory
• V216-EvaluationI(Picarro).exe (11:52) – evaluation of repetitive meas.
• V216-EvalReviewI(Picarro).exe (21:29) – refinements for repetitive meas• V216-EvaluationII(IsoDat).exe (12:42) – evaluation of single meas.
• V216-FileSave.exe (2:43)
V216-VideosII-Generic_(exe).zip (25MB): 2 Videos on use of Generic Import feature
• V216-EvaluationIII(GenericFormat).exe (14:44) – evaluation generic format data
• V216-EvalReviewIII(GenericFormat).exe (17:18) – refinements for generic data
These videos as stated above are also supplied in Shockwave swf-format for all those institutions not
allowing to download any executable exe-files.
V216-VideosI-Basic_(swf).zip
(41MB): 6 Videos on general operation of SICalib
V216-VideosII-Generic_(swf).zip (26MB): 2 Videos on use of Generic Import feature
Further video-files are in preparation on both memory correction methods (memory, drift) and on
general correction tools (skipping data, missing data, external corrections) to provide guidance on
SICalib operation:
V216-VideosIII-Memory_(exe/swf).zip
: Videos on Memory correction methods
V216-VideosIV-Corrections_(exe/swf).zip : Videos on applying corrections and on tools

